Medikro® Ambi is a system extension for Medikro spirometry systems. Its integrated temperature, pressure and humidity sensors automatically monitor your laboratory, exam room, or any other climate-dependent area.

Ambi increases the system accuracy through automated real-time BTPS correction. Efficiency is improved by eliminating the need to manually update the ambient condition factors. Ambi has been designed to complement the Medikro® Nano spirometer. It is compact, durable and can be transported within the Nano transport bag.
**Ambi Highlights**

**Automated real-time BTPS correction**
The temperature, pressure and humidity sensors track environmental conditions automatically and enable true real-time BTPS correction.

**Plug & Play technology**
Medikro Ambi connects to a PC or Laptop via standard USB port. Ambi is detected automatically via Plug & Play technology.

**Quality control**
Automatic storage of ambient conditions within the calibration log, allows for later checks and trending reviews.

**Mobility**
Medikro Ambi is the best solution to upgrade your mobile Medikro Nano spirometer when you require laboratory test quality in the field. Due to its compactness, you will retain portability, adding just 10g of weight.

**No battery**
Medikro devices use the USB PC interface, which provides the power supply and standard connectivity for the device.

**Practical transport bag**
The practical transport bag provides easy and safe transportation for your Medikro Nano and Ambi.

**Related Products**
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**Related Information**

Medikro is a registered trademark of Medikro Oy, Finland.

Due to continuing instrument development, specifications may change without prior notice.
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